IDEAS FOR ACTIVITY FEED

Ideas for posts that boost student engagement.

WELCOME!
A first post that sets a welcoming tone and informs EXACTLY what the next steps are to get started.

VIDEO BIO
Kick-start the online community by asking students to upload a short video bio to introduce themselves.

ASK FOR FEEDBACK
Invite student comments on a particular class activity. Use the feedback to make adjustments to make the course better.

CURRENT EVENTS
Share news links, videos, and events that relate your subject to real-world applications.

POLL
Create a quick poll where your students can have a chance to weigh in on the direction of the course.

EXAM ENCOURAGEMENT
Schedule a post to time your words of encouragement before a test or exam. Invite students to share study tips.

GENERAL FEEDBACK
Give summary data on the average course performance after a project or exam.

COURSE CONCLUSION
Bid farewell to your students, and offer suggestions for reading lists, or related courses they may enjoy.
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